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Tacit Consent by Deceit creating Colour of Law 
There are eight (8) different reading levels.  The eighth level is the most legal, and will take 
precedence over all the lower levels.  Most people read at level 2, which consumes words 
with a lazy unquestioning mind, giving consent to a connivance victory for another.  
Legal documents, Proclamations, Decrees, Treaties, Acts and Statues are full of hidden meanings, 
hidden in the different fonts, font sizes, bold, italics, underline, speech marks, first line indents, 
paragraph indents, Latin, and Ancient-Latin … creating different jurisdictions and removing 
text off the page.  In this way “Published by Authority” documents obtain tacit consent to 
frauds and forgeries, thereby a connivance where Your silent consent is their victory.  
Tacit Consent is used by the governing corporations to acquire consent from an unsuspecting 
public, who are only taught to read to level 2.  “Tacit” = understood or implied without being 
stated, implicit, unspoken, unstated, undeclared, unsaid, unexpressed, unmentioned, unvoiced, 
silent, mute.  Tacit Consent becomes the Colour of Law, but is not actually Law. 
The ‘Uniform Commercial Code’ (UCC), 1952, governs the world of private contracts. 
‘Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars’, 1953, states they declared War against the public in 1953.   
The War against the public began with the death of King George VI on 6 February 1952, The 
‘Uniform Commercial Code’ in 1952, ‘Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars’ in 1953, Elizabeth’s 
Accession on 6 February 1952, and Coronation Day on 2 June 1953 with a Crown hat placed 
on her head, implying the Crown, but it’s really the Throne, with the Crown in Temple Bar.  
The greatest coup of ‘Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars’ (1953) was the ‘ELEVENTH SUPPLEMENT TO 
The London Gazette’ purportedly printed on FRIDAY 29 MAY 1953, four (4) days before 
Coronation Day on Tuesday 2 June 1953, where “A PROCLAMATION” is a fraud and forgery. 
By your level 2 reading level and Tacit Consent to the Colour of Law deceit, you believed the 
‘A PROCLAMATION’ registered a Princess Elizabeth confirmed as Queen of the land and 
people of the United Kingdom, Her Majesty, the Sovereign on that Throne, and that this was 
the Crown, but ‘The Oxford Styles Manual’ reveals it is a connivance fraud and forgery.   

Since 1952/53, you have been subject to “Consent Coefficient” tests.  You complied to 
Colour of Law everything such that by 1953, ‘Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars’ considered : 

“Consent, the Primary Victory ... A silent weapon system operates upon data obtained from a 
docile public by legal (but not always lawful) force ... the enforced delivery of well-organized 
data ... a useful indicator of public consent ... Consent Coefficients − numerical feedback 
indicating victory status ... Seizing private property without just compensation is a 
Psychological indicator the public is ripe for surrender, consenting to enslavement and legal 
encroachment.  The number paying voluntary income tax despite an obvious lack of 
reciprocal honest service from the government indicates harvest time.” ... and fake Monarchy! 

You have been hoodwinked by your laziness of the English Grammatical Language and 
duped into believing ‘A PROCLAMATION’ registered an Elizabeth as Queen, with a Crown.  
But the All Caps removes itself off the page, hereinafter also “The Proclamation”.   

The Paperwork is staring you in the face that this is a fraud and forgery connivance to seize 
property without just compensation, including the Throne, the Crown hat, the Crown, and the 
styles and titles pertaining to them . . . and all the lands and influence pertaining to these. 
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THE QUEEN, ELIZABETH R., Queen, Her Majesty’s, the Sovereign : “The Document” 
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Numb. 39873                ELEVENTH SUPPLEMENT TO                     3023 
The London Gazette 

OF  TUESDAY,  26 MAY,  I953 
                                                  Published by Authority                     
                                                   Registered as a Newspaper          

FRIDAY,  29  MAY,  1953 
BY THE QUEEN 

A PROCLAMATION 

ELIZABETH R. 

     Whereas there has been passed in the 
present Session of Parliament the Royal Titles 
Act, 1953, which Act recites that it is 
expedient that the style and titles at present 
appertaining to the Crown should be altered so 
as to reflect more clearly the existing 
constitutional relationship of the members of 
the Commonwealth to one another and their 
recognition of the Crown as the symbol of 
their free association and of the Sovereign as 
the Head of the Commonwealth, and which 
Act also recites that it was agreed between 
representatives of Her Majesty’s Governments 
in the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, 
New Zealand, the Union of South Africa, 
Pakistan and Ceylon assembled in London in 
the month of December, nineteen hundred and 
fifty-two, that there is need for an alteration 
thereof which, whilst permitting of the use in 
relation to each of those countries of a form 
suiting its particular circumstances, would 
retain a substantial element common to all : 
     And Whereas by the said Act the assent of 
the Parliament of the United Kingdom was 
given to the adoption by Us, for use in relation 
to the United Kingdom and all other the 
territories for whose foreign relations Our 
Government in the United Kingdom is respon-
sible, of such style and titles as We may think 
fit having regards to the said agreement, in lieu 
of  the  style  and  titles  at  present  appertaining 

to the Crown, and to the issue by Us for that 
purpose of Our Royal Proclamation under 
the Great Seal of the Realm : 
    We have thought fit, and We do hereby 
appoint and declare, by and with the advice of 
Our Privy Council, that so far as conveniently 
may be, on all occasions and in all instruments 
wherein Our styles and titles are used in 
relation to all or any one of more of the 
following, that is to say, the United Kingdom 
and all other the territories for whose foreign 
relations Our Government in the United 
Kingdom is responsible, Our style and titles 
shall henceforth be accepted, taken and used 
as the same are set forth in manner and form 
following, that is to say, the same shall be 
expressed in the English tongue by these 
words : −  

   “Elizabeth II, by the Grace of God of 
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland and of Her other Realms 
and Territories Queen, Head of the 
Commonwealth, Defender of the Faith”. 

And in the Latin tongue by these words :− 
   “Elizabeth II, Dei Gratia Britanniarum 
Regnorumque Suorum Ceterorum 
Regina, Consortionis Populorum 
Princeps, Fidei Defensor”. 

  Given at Our Court at Buckingham Palace, 
this twenty-eighth day of May, in the 
year of our Lord One thousand nine 
hundred and fifty-three, and in the 
Second year of Our Reign.  

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 
LONDON 

PRINTED AND PUBLISHED BY HER MAJESTY’S STATIONERY OFFICE 
1953 

PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN      Price Sixpence net             S.O.CODE NO. 6539873 
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is Backdated  
The Proclamation of Embezzlement Deception by the Fraudulent  

THE QUEEN, ELIZABETH R., Elizabeth II, Queen 
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A Proclamation is a public or official announcement dealing with a matter of great importance, 
as in “the issuing by the monarch of a Proclamation that they are the Queen”, or “the issuing 
by the monarch of a Proclamation dissolving Parliament”.  A Proclamation is ‘a clear declaration 
of something’.  It is a ‘decree, an order, announcement, or declaration’.  It can also be a ‘rule, 
a ruling, edict, or command’ ... but based on falsehood, it is none of these, and is of no substance, 
and of doubtful import.  Such “A PROCLAMATION” is a connivance victory by Hoodwink 
based on a fooled public who have been educated into being fooled, and have been primarily 
trained as ‘Useful Idiots’.  When ‘A PROCLAMATION’ is of doubtful import, it is not a 
Proclamation at all.  It is a fraud with intent to defraud and lay claim where no claim exists.  

With “A PROCLAMATION”, Elizabeth’s ‘Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars’ controllers took 
the Crown and Throne five days (28/29 May−2 June 1953) before the connivance Coronation 
Day that “made” Elizabeth a non-reigning prorogue puppet marionette Monarch to the End 
Times (or thereabouts), with Colour of Law styles and titles supported with hazy ambiguity, 
wrong dates, incomplete dates, date fraud and forgery, and conditional exclusions, all of which 
rendered Elizabeth disavowed as an ambiguous exclusion, being a Ghost Queen in Purgatory. 

Elizabeth II has been disclaimed, disowned, denied, negated, renounced, repudiated, and 
disavowed by ‘Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars’ and Powers that be who ran roughshod over her.  

The first to TENTH SUPPLEMENTs TO The London Gazette are dated 1 JUNE 1953.       
The ELEVENTH to THIRTEENTH SUPPLEMENTs are incorrectly dated three (3) days prior 
on 29 May 1953.  This is ambiguous fraudulent self-inclusion attempting to deny Elizabeth 
has been disavowed. 

The ELEVENTH SUPPLEMENT TO The London Gazette was backdated from 1 or 2 JUNE 
1953 and is out of Numb. sequence by TEN SUPPLEMENTs.  This is forgery and fraud.  
 

Numb. 39863 SUPPLEMENT TO The London Gazette on MONDAY, 1 JUNE 1953. 

Numb. 39864 SECOND SUPPLEMENT TO The London Gazette on MONDAY, 1 JUNE 1953 

Numb. 39865 THIRD SUPPLEMENT TO The London Gazette on MONDAY, 1 JUNE 1953 

Numb. 39866 FOURTH SUPPLEMENT TO The London Gazette on MONDAY, 1 JUNE 1953 

Numb. 39867 FIFTH SUPPLEMENT TO The London Gazette on MONDAY, 1 JUNE 1953 

Numb. 39868 SIXTH SUPPLEMENT TO The London Gazette on MONDAY, 1 JUNE 1953 

Numb. 39869 SEVENTH SUPPLEMENT TO The London Gazette on MONDAY, 1 JUNE 1953 

Numb. 39870 EIGHTH SUPPLEMENT TO The London Gazette on MONDAY, 1 JUNE 1953 

Numb. 39871 NINTH SUPPLEMENT TO The London Gazette on MONDAY, 1 JUNE 1953 

Numb. 39872 TENTH SUPPLEMENT TO The London Gazette on MONDAY, 1 JUNE 1953 

Numb. 39873 ELEVENTH SUPPLEMENT TO The London Gazette on FRIDAY, 29 MAY 1953 

Numb. 39874 TWELFTH SUPPLEMENT TO The London Gazette on FRIDAY, 29 MAY 1953 

Numb. 39875 THIRTEENTH SUPPLEMENT TO The London Gazette on FRIDAY, 29 MAY 1953 

Numb. 39876 At the Council Chamber, Whitehall, 21st May, The London Gazette on FRIDAY, 29 MAY 1953 

Numb. 39877 The War Office, 2nd June, 1953, The London Gazette on FRIDAY, 2 JUNE 1953 
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When the Proclamation is of doubtful import, it is not a Proclamation at all, but a shouting 
down of all Doubters who expose the legally ambiguous poisonous connivance fraud and 
forgery used to gain the tacit consent of an uneducated public . . . who have been uneducated 
specifically into not understanding this, and with the influence of television advertisements, 
trained to turn the thinking part of their brains off when the important information is presented.   

There is no legal Proclamation of Elizabeth as QUEEN, ELIZABETH R., the Crown, Sovereign, 
Her Majesty’s, or Elizabeth II.  Elizabeth’s Proclamation is an Embezzlement Deception. 

Any legal document with a date in conflict is a connivance, to be separated out from the rest 
of the paper and documents, and removed, as a forgery and fraud.  In this case, the 11−13th 
Supplements have many date forgeries and frauds and are to be removed from the rest of The 
London Gazette SUPPLEMENTs 1−13 as forgeries and frauds; 1−10 as willingly assisting 
forgery and fraud, and SUPPLEMENT 14 as Churchill’s ‘Council Chamber, Whitehall’ supporting 
the fraud and forgery of the illegitimate triple bâtard Flat Lie Royal Elizabeth as THE QUEEN, 
ELIZABETH R., the Crown, Sovereign, Her Majesty’s, and Elizabeth II, albeit suffix Queen. 

THE QUEEN, ELIZABETH, ELIZABETH R., Her Majesty, HER MAJESTY, Elizabeth II, Queen, 
HER MAJESTY’S STATIONERY OFFICE, and The London Gazette, have committed forgery and 
fraud, with intent to defraud, amounting to Nonfeasance, Misfeasance, and Malfeasance, 
being wilful inappropriate actions, intentionally incorrect actions, failure to perform an act 
required by law, wrongful exercise of lawful authority, wilful neglect, and wrongdoing, 
which is confirmation of Elizabeth’s illegitimacy, and that she has no styles or titles. 

“QUEEN” written in All Caps looks impressive, but it has no lawful grammatical jurisdiction 
with common English, no English meaning, is Ancient-Latin, Ancient-Latin gobbledegook, 
and is a calculated deception, inside a Crown Copyrighted Statutory Notice.  “QUEEN” is 
poisonous, a corruption of the essence of the text, to confuse the real facts, and conceal the real 
truth.  The All Caps “QUEEN” is used to create different jurisdictions used to trick the Public 
that something exists, when it doesn’t exist.  “QUEEN” is a connivance, which is a fraud. 

This means all the entities THE QUEEN, ELIZABETH, ELIZABETH R., Her Majesty, HER MAJESTY, 
Elizabeth II, and Queen, is still without styles and titles – remaining without style and title. 

This means all the entities of THE QUEEN, ELIZABETH, ELIZABETH R. Her Majesty, HER 

MAJESTY, Elizabeth II, and Queen have never reigned ... which is obvious by her outcomes.   

This also means the United Kingdom and Ireland have been in an Interregnum since Wednesday 
the sixth (6th) of February 1952, and again from Tuesday the Second (2nd) of June 1953 ... 
as well as on 26 March to 26 May 1953, 28 and 29 May 1953, and 1 or 2 June 1953, and that 
Elizabeth Alexandra Mary Mountbatten a.k.a. Elizabeth Alexandra Mary Battenberg, a.k.a. 
Elizabeth Alexandra Mary Windsor, has never been Queen, Her Majesty, Sovereign, Elizabeth R., 
nor Elizabeth II, except as perhaps Elizabeth the Second in Line. 

This means Elizabeth Alexandra Mary Mountbatten or Elizabeth Alexandra Mary Windsor is not 
THE QUEEN, ELIZABETH, ELIZABETH R., Her Majesty, HER MAJESTY, Elizabeth II, 
Queen, and as such, is not the Monarch, nor is she the Sovereign, nor is she the Crown … 
... the Throne and Crown able to be claimed by the legitimate Claimant with Letters Patent. 
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The London Gazette Supplements, 29 May−2 June 1953 
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The Proclamation of Embezzlement Deception by the Fraudulent  
THE QUEEN, ELIZABETH R., Elizabeth II, Queen 
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The Crown, Throne and Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars use “Queen” to ban Lords 
Francisco Manoel opened the True Royal Dossier in February 1996.  This was the chest full of 
Royal Marks from Queen Victoria confirming her firstborn legitimate son, Prince Marcos 
Manoel, with other documents and Royal Marks from other European Royal Families. 

Word leaked out that Elizabeth was not the Queen, is not a Monarch with the right to rule, is 
not Her Majesty, is not the Sovereign, and is not Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth.  Then in 1997, 
Prime Minister John Major (1990−97) publicly said: “The Queen is now just a Commoner”.   

‘The Proclamation’ as PUBLISHED BY HER MAJESTY’S STATIONERY OFFICE and The London Gazette 
May−June 1953, confirmed that Elizabeth Alexandra Mary has always been a Commoner by 
recording:  ‘THE QUEEN, ELIZABETH R., Her Majesty’s Governments’, ‘Elizabeth II Queen’, 
and ‘GOD SAVE THE QUEEN’. 

“THE QUEEN, ELIZABETH … GOD SAVE THE QUEEN” are legally ambiguous Ancient-
Latin gobbledegook to be removed off the page into another jurisdiction, being ‘Purgatory’.   

“: : : ““Elizabeth II Queen””” is a moot point hearsay, with a suffix ‘Queen’ meaning delinquent. 

“R” means ‘went on a royal visit or a royal tour’.   
“R.” is a connivance fraud and forgery attempting to be ‘Royal’.  Elizabeth can use “R”, but not “R.” 

“Her Majesty’s Governments” is not “Elizabeth II”, which means Elizabeth the Second-born’ 

The 1953 Proclamation revealed Elizabeth as a Flat Lie Royal italicised legally ambiguous 
All Caps Ancient-Latin gobbledegook non-Royal Colour of Law style suffixed delinquent 
Queen’ … and in 1996, Queen Victoria’s firstborn legitimate son, Prince Marcos Manoel was 
revealed as acknowledged with Royal Marks and other documents from European Royalty. 

With the patriotic blindfolds removed, the Lords could now see through Elizabeth Alexandra 
Mary Mountbatten, that she was a Flat Lie Royal with no real titles or styles, and was a 
Colour of Law styled Dog and Pony Show, masquerading as a Queen Elizabeth, i.e. a Bâtard. 

Two Hundred and Sixty-Six (266) Royal Dukes, Dukes, Marquises, Earls, Viscounts, Countesses, 
and Lords then refused to swear the New Oath to an Elizabeth, to Queen Elizabeth the Second, 
nor to Her Majesty, recognising her to her word as “An All Caps Ancient-Latin Legally 
Ambiguous Colour of Law entity who was on a royal tour when her father died, but was not 
his daughter, and that she could only be saved by unsubstantiated parochial fictions that 
conceal and confuse the real facts. i.e.  “GOD SAVE THE QUEEN”.  

Before April 1997, Members of Parliament (“MPs”) who did not take the Oath, did not receive 
a salary, take their seat, speak in debates, nor vote.  They were barred from proceedings, but 
were still entitled to the other facilities of the House  (of Parliament).   

After the 1st of May 1997 general election, regarding MPs who had not taken the oath by 
July 1997, the Speaker also removed the right of any such MPs to the services of the House.  

The on-going Colour of Law style all seasons in one day fashion show also styled Elizabeth 
“The Queen’s Majesty”, “Her Majesty’s Person”, “Her Majesty’s Honour”, “Her Majesty’s 
Crown”, “Her Majesty’s Dignity Royal”, “Her Majesty Herself”, none of which are ‘Her 
Majesty’ or ‘Her Majesty Elizabeth’, nor ‘Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth’. 
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Her Majesty” was used three times with Privy Council as suffix modifying the title, and used 
one time with Privy Council as prefix servant modifying the title.  Elizabeth always relied on 
tacit consent ambiguous connivance to keep hidden that HER MAJESTY, HER MAJESTY and 
Her Majesty meant that she had annexed the Crown to Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars under 
threat of exposure, and that the Privy Council work in support of this connivance. 

Further, in early 1998, Elizabeth, masquerading as the Colour of Law styled Queen, made the 
conditions of Lords swearing the New Oath to her even more severe, such that if one did not, 
they could be fined £500 for every such offence, lose their office, lose all privileges of the 
House, and if there was any attempt to take their seat, speak in debates, or vote, they would 
have their seat declared vacant “as if they were dead”, even if physically sitting in that seat.  

Then on 1 April 1998, the House of Lords Information Office published a list of 266 Right 
Honourable peers of the Realm who chose Not to pledge their oaths of allegiance to the legally 
ambiguous non-Royal Colour of Law styled suffixed delinquent Flat Lie Royal Queen ... and 
they were no longer allowed to sit, speak or vote in the House of Lords “as if they were dead”.   

Further, the House of Lords made additional restrictions that these 266 Lords were no longer 
listed as members of the House of Lords and had no right to the services of the House … so it 
was “as if they were dead”. 

By rank, these were 3 Royal Dukes; 12 other Dukes; 16 Marquises; 48 Earls; 32 Viscounts; 3 
Countesses; and 152 Lords ... being 173 of undeclared political alliances; 46 Cross Benchers; 
35 Conservatives; 4 Labour; and 2 Liberal Democrats.  

The legally ambiguous non-Royal Colour of Law style suffixed delinquent Flat Lie Royal Queen 
Elizabeth II had stripped the speaking rights of anyone who knew she used the “R” from 
‘royal visit’ or ‘royal tour’ and not from ‘Regnant, Regina or Royal’;  and who knew that 
“Her Majesty Herself” and “Her Majesty’s Person” are just the commoner Elizabeth Alexandra 
Mary Mountbatten with no styles or titles;  “Her Majesty’s Honour” is without Honour or titles 
and only has Colour of Law styles;  “Her Majesty’s Dignity Royal” is an unsubstantiated 
parochial fiction that conceals and confuses the real facts that Elizabeth is illegitimate and 
has four children to three different fathers;  “Her Majesty” only exists as acknowledged by 
foreign Government representatives and The Stationery Office;  “The Queen’s Majesty” and 
“Her Majesty’s Crown” are oxymorons wherein the Crown was annexed to Silent Weapons for 
Quiet Wars … and Elizabeth was only ever Sovereign of the Commonwealth for the very 
limited period of six years and one month  (2 June 1953−1 July 1959) or seven years and five 
months (6 February 1952−1 July 1959). 
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House of Lords attempts to change the Oath away from “the Serving Monarch” 
12 June 2008:  22 Members of Parliament brought an Early Day Motion (#1780) to change the 
Oath of Allegiance before the House of Commons:  
“That this House recognises that the principal duty of hon. Members is to represent their 
constituents in Parliament; also recognises that some hon. Members would prefer to 
swear an oath of allegiance to their constituents and the nation rather than the Monarch ;  
and therefore calls on the Leader of the House to bring forward legislative proposals to 
introduce an optional alternative Parliamentary oath allowing hon. Members to swear 
allegiance to their constituents and the nation and to pledge to uphold the law rather than 
one pledging personal allegiance to the serving Monarch.”  

Note the 22 MPs used the term “serving Monarch” and not ‘Monarch’, ‘Queen’, ‘Sovereign’, 
nor ‘Her Majesty’.  Many of these Members of Parliament and Lords consider Elizabeth to be 
an imposter.  The desire was to swear allegiance to their ‘constituents, nation, and the law’, in 
preference to the ‘serving Monarch’, which appears to be contrary to ‘constituents, nation, law’, 
as the ‘serving Monarch’ is extorted by foreign powers including Silent Weapons for Quiet 
Wars, in whose reign it is: “A PROCLAMATION … in the Second year of Our Reign.  “Our” 
means ‘We’; in the Second year We Reign as Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars – wherein only 
GOD can SAVE THE QUEEN” 
The Privy Council swears an oath to Condemn anything against the Queen : ‘We will lett 
anything against her Majesty’, and ‘lett’ is spelt “l-e-t-t”, which means ‘to condemn’ ... to 
condemn all who criticise the false Queen, the fake Her Majesty, the non-existent Sovereign 
... and all below Privy Counsellors are encouraged to follow ... 

All Privy Counsellors, Lords in the House of Lords, Member of Parliament, Judges, Magistrates, 
Justice of the Peace, Notaries, lawyers, Police and military have committed Treason in this way.   

To swear an oath to Queen Elizabeth II of the United Kingdom, knowing that she is not and 
never has been a queen, the Queen, Her Majesty, the Sovereign, our Sovereign Lady, 
Regnant, Regina, R., nor Royal, is Treason!  To continue to do so, knowing this, is a 
disregard for constitutional conventions, and confirmation of Treason! 

They know, and now that you know they know, and they know you know they know, if any 
of these swear an oath to serve a non-queen as the Queen, an illegitimate as Her Majesty, or a 
misnamed ELIZABETH as the Sovereign – they are committing Treason!   

The Oath of the UK Privy Counsellors, Lords in the House of Lords, Members of Parliament, Judges, 
Magistrates, Justices of the Peace, Notaries, lawyers, Police and military is an oath of Treason! 

Anyone who swears an oath to the serving Queen is committing Treason!   
Anyone who has sworn an oath to the serving Monarch has committed Treason! 

The Remedy to the Colour of Law styled Queen Elizabeth the Second, and the oaths people 
have sworn to a Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars entity, is:  ‘Anyone who has sworn an oath to 
the serving Queen, can have their oath transferred to the Remedy, being the Lord Chancellor 
of the Kingdoms of England, Scotland, Northern Ireland, Hanover, and the Duchy of Sachsen-
Coburg und Gotha, Arch-Treasurer Guardian of the Royal Secret, with Letters Patent Royal 
Prerogative Customary Title, Tradition Received confirmation, being Joseph Gregory Hallett. 


